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ADVERTISING WITH RTL

MEET YOUR TARGET
AUDIENCE EVERYWHERE
The best entertainment and tomorrow’s
news. From our hearts, on screens
everywhere. We offer solutions for any
communication goal via our media,
whether you want a wide reach quickly,
or would rather address a niche
audience.
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ADVERTISING WITH RTL

ADVERTISING WITH RTL

CONNECTING
THE DOTS
From our own series and news to sports and films, from live
shows to digital platforms and online streaming – we are
where the consumer is. Through our media, we connect
people and brands.
We keep our viewers informed and
entertained. And we offer you a range
of options on our platforms to help you
reach, engage, enthuse and activate
consumers.

Relaxation and entertainment
Dutch products and topicality are the
focal points on our TV channels. Thrilling
drama series, the latest news, human
interest and great entertainment are
central to our family channel RTL 4. RTL
5 focuses on a younger target audience
with adventure, humour, dating, reality,
passion and talent. Men’s channel RTL 7
offers action, human, reality and sport,
while you can find American films, series
and crime on RTL 8. RTL Crime brings
you the latest crime series from the
Netherlands and abroad, and RTL Lounge
offers all of the ingredients for a pleasant
evening at home: love & life, beauty &
health, cooking, fashion and travel.

Always up to date
RTL News broadcasts the news that is
important and relevant to consumers,
on TV through broadcasts on RTL 4, and
on your desktop and in the app with a
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newsfeed incorporating video, text,
photos and tweets. With up to date and
(breaking) news, finance, technology
business and life, RTL Z has something
for everyone who wants to move on.
RTL Z is available everywhere, all the
time, with its own TV channel, website,
app, social media and events. Buienradar
is the largest, most popular weather
platform in the Netherlands.

Starting early
RTL Telekids is a broad entertainment
platform for 3 to 8-year-olds, and
includes TV on RTL 8 and its own
digital 24/7 channel, an app, events, a
magazine, the Telekids Musical School
and a webshop. B.O.Z. is there every day
for cool boys and girls on RTL 7. Third
party channels Cartoon Network and
JimJam complete the offering for kids.

Online influencers
RTL MCN represents popular online
influencers and develops owned
channels. This enables us to provide
unique content for a young target
audience and realise broad coverage
on YouTube. Our collaboration with
Adfactor means you now have even more
options for communicating your message
through native advertising.

Third parties
Crime + Investigation and HISTORY
broadcast top international series and
the Ziggo Sport channels make sure
that viewers never have to miss a single
tournament or match. XITE and SLAM!TV
offer great hits and famous artists. AT5,
E!, ONS, CNN, AMC, Food Network, Fine
Living, OUTtv, Horse & Country TV and
Travel Channel complete the offering of
digital theme channels. There are also
online advertising opportunities on the
platforms of Divimove and TMG, among
others.

Don’t miss a thing
RTL XL is the premiere online platform,
with all of our video content including
previews, catch-up and exclusive content.
For the viewer who simply cannot wait
until the newest films and series are
available, there is always Videoland.

Live Entertainment
Through large-scale public events such
as GABBERS, Let’s Dance, The Christmas
Show and the festival weekend Healthy
Fest, we bring you into contact with your
target audience live.
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ADVERTISING WITH RTL

BUYING
OPTIONS
Spot

Branded content

A TV spot is broadcast during
commercial time slots. You can
position your commercial around
a certain theme, time slot or
programme.

Through a branded content
partnership with our strong
formats, we can reach, inform,
engage, surprise, enthuse, inspire
and activate your target audience.
You can connect your brand to the
authority of our content in order
to enhance brand preference,
improve your image and influence
buying intentions.

Digital
With our websites and the sites
connected to our third party
network, apps and YouTube
channels, we respond to the
themes that affect consumers and
reach millions of unique visitors per
month. This assures you of effective
online purchasing possibilities for
optimal campaign results, including
online video, display, mobile
advertising and native advertising.

Special advertising
With this special form of spot
advertising, you can claim an
exclusive position and generate
extra attention value.

Billboarding
Billboards and break-bumpers on
TV and online increase your name
and brand recognition in a short
time, thanks to a unique link with
one of our programmes.

Tailor-made concept
We use TV, online platforms,
apps and events to position your
product relevantly, and enthuse
the public with a brand activation.
We can also create complete
new formats together. On the
basis of your target audience and
objectives, we can develop a tailormade concept together, from
claiming a programme item to a
full 360-degree partnership. We
can use a variety of RTL platforms
in combination with your own
channels, even on the shop floor.
By doing so, we will go to where
your target audience is.

360-degree
partnership
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SPOT BUYING

SPOT
BUYING
Every day we reach a mass audience through our
channels. Are you looking for a way to rapidly
achieve your communication goals? Choose a spot
campaign ..AND EXPLORE the power of TV.
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SPOT BUYING

SPOT BUYING

HOW DOES IT
WORK?
The system for buying spot time works like this: in the
media contract, we agree on two net basic prices for each
GRP: a basic content price and a basic time slot price.
In addition, we establish the price
index in the contract for your target
audiences. This brochure contains
monthly indices and spot length
indices with which you can calculate
your price per month and per spot
length. You can choose from a range
of buying options, each one with
its own product index. The basic
content price applies to the content
packages. The basic time slot price

NET BASIC
CONTENT
PRICE

OR

X

TARGET
AUDIENCE
INDEX

X

applies to the time slot and theme
packages. The chosen buying form
determines the schedule hierarchy.
In order to strike the right balance
between supply and demand, we
publish a market index (90-110) on
adverterenbijrtl.nl every month for
each product. This market index
is fully geared towards properly
honouring all requests.

MONTHLY
INDEX

X

PRODUCT
INDEX

X

SPOT LENGTH
INDEX

X

MARKET
INDEX

=

GRP
MONTHLY
PRICE

NET BASIC
TIME SLOT
PRICE
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MONTHLY INDEX
1-23

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUG

SEPT

OCT

NOV

DEC

DEC

84

85

95

122

136

135

102

102

136

128

128

120

102

1-14

The monthly indexes below apply to the Kids Package:
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24-31

15-31

1-5

6-31

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUG

SEPT

OCT

OCT

NOV

DEC

DEC

61

67

87

97

101

99

85

96

109

125

145

155

155

107

PREFERRED
POSITIONS

The net basic prices from the media contract
are based on a spot length of 30 seconds.

Preferred positions

The table below shows the indexes for commercials with a different
spot length. An index correction will be charged for multiple spots
(basic spot plus reminders). The spot lengths for the basic spot
and the reminders are added together, and this total spot length
is charged. The index correction for a triple or quadruple spot
involves a surcharge of 5% and 10% of the net GRP rate respectively.

SPOT LENGTH
IN SECONDS

SPOT LENGTH
INDEX

5

40

10

50

15

60

20

75

25

85

30

100

35

115

40

130

45

145

50

160

55

170

60

180

SPOT BUYING

SPOT BUYING

The following monthly indexes apply for 2018, excluding the Kids Package:

SPOT LENGTH
INDEX

Preferred positions increase the effectiveness
of an advertising campaign. In the media
contract, agreements can be made regarding
preferred positions during commercial breaks.
The following surcharges apply. The value
of preferred positions is based on the GRPs
achieved.

Best Spot
With Best Spot, you are guaranteed a fixed
position in the advertising block you have
selected. Best spots can only be bought in
combination with Specific Fixed Budget or
Specific GRP.

PREFERRED
POSITION
& BEST SPOT

SURCHARGE ON
TOP OF
NET GRP RATE

First position

25%

Second position

15%

Penultimate position

10%

Final position

12.5%

Charging by flight
If you opt for charging by flight, then the
duration of the flight must be longer than a
month. Within this flight, the GRPs achieved
in each month are offset against each other.
If you want to use multiple flights during one
month that are not offset against each other,
then you can buy them as Specific GRP.
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SPOT BUYING

The specific purchasing forms enable you to choose the
content that suits your campaign best. The basic content
price applies to the purchase of the content packages.
To guarantee placement, it is vital that
a selective block selection is provided
before the initial schedule is to be
drawn up. Once the campaign has been
scheduled, the broadcasting schedule
is set and remains unchanged, with
the exception of changes based on
programming, product hierarchy or
prognoses. Blocks that are requested
after the initial scheduling cannot be
guaranteed placement. However, this
can be achieved by payment of a 3%
placement surcharge.
For these content packages, the
blocks must comply with a selectivity
requirement for the 25-54 target
audience. For the 25-54 age group,
a selectivity requirement applies to
the channels' core audiences. These
selectivity requirements are published
each month on adverterenbijrtl.nl.

Specific Fixed Budget
 ou choose the channel yourself,
Y
as well as the commercial breaks.
If over-scores or under-scores are
expected, we will add or deduct
blocks in consultation with you. This is
done based on our prognoses.
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Fixed Control
You choose at least three channels,
as well as the commercial blocks on
these channels.
If over-scores or under-scores are
expected, we will add or deduct
blocks in consultation with you.
This is done based on our
prognoses.
For the initial schedule, a large
selective block selection (200%) is
needed for each channel.
Over-scores and under-scores
from the various buying types are
offset against each other within
the campaign.
If we have not received your block
selection 4 days before the end of
the sub-period, then we will add
blocks ourselves in accordance with
our best judgement.

 the initial schedule, a large
For
selective block selection (150%) is
needed for each channel.
Over-scores and under-scores
from the various buying types are
offset against each other within
the campaign.
The broadcasting schedule can
be optimised using Media Buying
Systems software.
Minimum number of GRPs: 15.
Minimum duration: 7 days.
 roduct index: RTL 4: 126,
P
RTL 5: 124, RTL 7, 8, Z and the
full audit theme channels*: 120.

Specific GRP
 ou choose the channel yourself,
Y
as well as the commercial breaks.
For the initial schedule, a large
selective block selection (150%) is
needed for each channel.
The actual number of GRPs achieved
will be invoiced.
The broadcasting schedule can
be optimised using Media Buying
Systems software.
Product index: RTL 4: 123, RTL 5: 121,
RTL 7, 8, Z and the full audit theme
channels*: 117.

SPOT BUYING

CONTENT PACKAGES

Choose your
commercial
blocks

* At the time of publication of this
brochure, these include RTL Crime,
RTL Lounge, HISTORY, XITE and
Ziggo Sport.

 he block selection must satisfy
T
the budget distribution across
the RTL channels. The budget
distribution is published monthly on
adverterenbijrtl.nl.
The broadcasting schedule is fixed
after the initial scheduling, but
may be adjusted for specifically
purchased broadcasting time.
Optimisation of the broadcasting
schedule is not possible.
Minimum number of GRPs: 15.
Minimum duration: 7 days.
Product index: 121.
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Time slot packages allow you to choose the time period in which the
spots are broadcast. We take care of the scheduling within the desired
time period. According to your buying target audience, the campaign
is placed on various RTL channels and on a selection of the full audit theme
channels*. The basic time slot price applies to these packages.
A channel can be excluded for a
surcharge of 5% of the net GRP rate. In
these types of packages, optimisation
is not permitted, we can move spots,
and over-scores and under-scores are
offset against each other. The minimum
duration of all campaigns is 7 days.

Top Time Package
 pots are broadcast on RTL 4 between
S
18:00 and 24:00, on other channels
between 19:30 and 23:00 and during
major events or programmes.
 he major events and programmes
T
included in the Top Time Package
are published each month on
adverterenbijrtl.nl.
The Top Time Package budget may not
exceed 30% of the campaign budget.
Minimum number of GRPs: 15.
Product index: 115.

Early & Late Time Package
 pots are scheduled between 16:30
S
and 20:00 and between 22:30 and
25:00.
Minimum number of GRPs: 15.
Product index: 101.

Daytime Package
 pots are scheduled between
S
06:30 and 18:00.
For DRTV campaigns, you can
fix your broadcasting schedule
for a surcharge of 5%.
Minimum number of GRPs: 5.
Product index for campaigns
for male, female, shopper or 50+
target audiences: 82.
Product index for campaigns
for other target audiences: 95.

Daytime Plus Package
 pots are scheduled between
S
06:30 and 18:00 on RTL 4, 5, 7, 8 and Z
and all day on the digital theme
channels.
Minimum number of GRPs: 5.
Around 50% of the GRPs will be assigned
to the RTL channels.
Product index for campaigns
for male, female, shopper
or 50+ target audiences: 78.
Product index for campaigns
for other target audiences: 85.

SPOT BUYING

SPOT BUYING

TIME SLOT PACKAGES
Night Time Package

Spots
are scheduled between
24:00 and 06:30.
Minimum number of GRPs: 5.
Product index: 75.

Alcohol Advertising Package

This
package is only available
for the advertising of
alcoholic drinks.
Spots are scheduled between
21:00 and 25:00.
Minimum number of GRPs: 15.
Product index: 111.

Choose
your time
slot

* At the time of publication of this brochure, these include RTL Crime, RTL Lounge, HISTORY, XITE and Ziggo Sport.
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SPOT BUYING

With the all screen strategy,
you reach the digital natives;
the 20 to 34-year-olds who
are connected all the time
and everywhere.
This unique proposition enables you
to realise your GRP objectives on all
screens. The whole all screen campaign,
including the online part, will be billed
according to GRPs in the 20-34 year
target audience. The campaign’s
performance is measured by SKO. The
SKO data make it possible to evaluate a
total TV and video campaign on its gross
reach. The net and added reach of the
various deployed resources can also be
evaluated.
By delivering campaigns on all screens,
we offer not only reach in the 20-34-year
target audience, but also engagement
and effective communication. In this
way, you have the convenience of
one application, one shop and one
evaluation.
Naturally, it’s also possible to reach
the 20-34-year target audience
on all screens with the right
combination of an individual TV
GRP campaign with an online
video campaign, based on
impressions. We would be happy
to tell you more about the options.
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THEME PACKAGES
SPOT BUYING

ALL SCREEN
STRATEGY

Do you want to position yourself alongside themes that appeal to
particular target audiences? This is possible with our theme packages, put
together for groups including men, women, young adults, kids and AB1.
The basic time slot price applies to these packages.
For theme packages, we schedule and
can shift the spots within each particular
theme. The broadcasting schedule cannot
be optimised. Over-scores and underscores are offset against each other to
the campaign. The minimum duration
of all campaigns is 7 days. With these
theme packages, you can also place your
campaign on websites related to the theme.

Men’s Package
Would you like to bring your brand to
the attention of the broadest men’s
target audience possible? With the Men’s
Package, your spot will be positioned
alongside cool and sporty content. This
includes prime time on RTL 7 and all day
on RTL Z, HISTORY, AMC, SLAM!TV and
all Ziggo Sports channels.
Product index: 94.

Sports Package
Would you like to reach a fanatical and
sporty target audience? With the Sports
Package, your spots will be positioned
alongside the most popular sporting
programmes and competitions on
RTL 7 and the Ziggo Sport channels.
You will reach a large number of football
fans, as well as fans of darts, Formula 1,
basketball, rugby and many more
great sports.
Product index: 115.

school students. This package can be
purchased for target audiences aged
3-8 years and boys aged 6-12 years.

RTL Z & News Package
The RTL Z & News Package enables you
to reach the people who always want
to be on top of the news. Spots are
broadcast on RTL Z and during all RTL 4
news programmes.
Product index: 110.

RTL Z GRP Package
Young Adult Package
With the Young Adult Package, you reach
the 25-39-year target audience. Your
spot will be broadcast during prime time
around high-profile content and music
on RTL 5, RTL 7, RTL 8 and the whole day
on RTL Lounge, E!, SLAM!TV and XITE.
Product index: 104.

The RTL Z GRP Package reaches a target
audience interested in (breaking) news,
finance, technology, business and life.
The spots are broadcast on RTL Z.
Product index: 90.

Women’s Package
If you would like to reach a broad female
target audience, choose the Women’s
Package. Your spot will be scheduled on
channels that focus on every woman,
from cool chicks to lovely ladies. This
includes prime time on RTL 5 and RTL 8
and all day on RTL Crime, RTL Lounge, CI,
E!, XITE and Travel Channel.
Product index: 96.

Kids Package
With the Kids Package, you can reach
children and their parents through
various popular quality kids platforms
including RTL Telekids, B.O.Z. and
Cartoon Network. We will bring your
brand to their attention through a wide
range of fun and educational kids
content for preschoolers to secondary
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PRODUCT SUMMARY
SPOT BUYING

The basic content price applies to the content packages. The basic time slot price applies to the other packages.
CONTENT

CONTROL

PRODUCT INDEX

FIXED TIMETABLE

SCHEDULE

BLOCK OPTIMISATION

MIN. NUMBER OF GRPS

Specific Fixed Budget

based on selective block selection (150%)

RTL 4: 126 / RTL 5: 124 / RTL 7, 8, Z, Lounge, Crime,
HISTORY, Ziggo Sport: 120

Yes

By channel

Yes
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Specific GRP

based on selective block selection (150%)

RTL 4: 123 / RTL 5: 121 / RTL 7, 8, Z, RTL Crime & Lounge,
HISTORY, Ziggo Sport: 117

Yes

By channel

Yes

N/A

Fixed Control Package

based on selective block selection (200%)

121

Yes, can be moved
for specific buying

At least 3 channels

No
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TIME SLOT

CONTROL

PRODUCT INDEX

FIXED TIMETABLE

SCHEDULE

BLOCK OPTIMISATION

MIN. NUMBER OF GRPS

Top Time Package

19:30 - 23:00
RTL 4: 18:00 - 24.00

115

No

RTL 4, 5, 7, 8, Z and full audit theme channels**

No

15

Early & Late Time Package

16:30 - 20:00
& 22:30 - 25:00

101

No

RTL 4, 5, 7, 8, Z and full audit theme channels**

No

15

Daytime Package

06:30 - 18:00

82/ 95

No

RTL 4, 5, 7, 8, Z, RTL Crime and RTL Lounge

No

5

Daytime Plus Package

06:30 - 18:00
Digital themed channels: all day

78/ 85

No

RTL 4, 5, 7, 8, Z (daytime) and digital theme channels*
(all day)

No

5

Night Time Package

24:00 - 06:30

75

No

RTL 4, 5, 7, 8, Z and full audit theme channels**

No

5

Alcohol Advertising Package

21:00 - 25:00

111

No

RTL 4, 5, 7, 8, Z and full audit theme channels**

No

15

THEME

CONTROL

PRODUCT INDEX

FIXED TIMETABLE

SCHEDULE

BLOCK OPTIMISATION

MIN. NUMBER OF GRPS

Men’s Package

Men aged 25-54

94

No

RTL 7 (prime time) / RTL Z, HISTORY, AMC, SLAM!TV
and the Ziggo Sport channels (all day)

No

5

Women’s Package

Women aged 25-54

96

No

RTL 5 and RTL 8 (prime time) / RTL Crime, RTL Lounge,
CI, E!, XITE and Travel Channel (all day)

No

5

Sports Package

Men aged 25-54

115

No

Sports programmes on RTL 7 and the Ziggo sports
channels

No

5

Young Adult Package

25-39 years

104

No

RTL 5, 7, 8 (prime time) / RTL Lounge, E!, SLAM!TV and
XITE (all day)

No

5

Kids Package

kids aged 3-8, boys 6-12

-

No

RTL Telekids, B.O.Z. and Cartoon Network

No

5

RTL Z & News Package

All target audiences

110

No

RTL Z and all RTL Nieuws broadcasts on RTL 4

No

5

RTL Z GRP Package

All target audiences

90

No

RTL Z

No

5

*Digital theme channels: RTL Lounge, RTL Crime
and all third party channels (see pages 6 and 7).
Changes to channels reserved.
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**Full audit of digital theme channels, which at the
time of publication of this brochure are RTL Crime,
RTL Lounge, HISTORY, Xite and Ziggo Sport.
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As well as regular spot and
digital campaigns, there are
also many more options for
drawing attention to your brand.
Choose billboarding or special
advertising to claim a specific
environment with a guaranteed
high attention value.

BILLBOARDING &
SPECIAL ADVERTISING

BILLBOARDING &
SPECIAL ADVERTISING

BILLBOARDING

BILLBOARDING &
SPECIAL ADVERTISING

Billboard Fixed Package
Claim well-known, familiar
programmes such as De Klok, RTL
Weer, Goede Tijden, Slechte Tijden,
RTL Boulevard, RTL Late Night and
films and series. Every month, we
add more popular programmes
to our portfolio.
The package is charged at a
fixed price based on the number
of billboards.
Indication of GRPs in the channels’
core target audiences.
You will find a list of the current
offer and rates on adverterenbijrtl.nl.
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Billboard Control GRP Package
Based on selective block
selection (200%).
Minimum number of GRPs: 15.
Product index: 110.
Buying system based on the
content basic price.
The package is charged at the
campaign level on the basis of
GRPs.

BILLBOARDING &
SPECIAL ADVERTISING

Billboarding allows you
to place your product at
the centre of your target
audience's world. That way,
you can benefit from the
connection with the viewer,
the environment and the
programme’s popularity.
You can quickly generate
a wide reach via TV and
online for a relatively low
price. The minimum basic
price is € 665.

Increase the
awareness of
your brand

Billboard Time Slot GRP Package
Billboards are broadcast in the
all-day time slot.
Minimum number of GRPs: 10.
Product index: 100.
Buying system based on the
time slot basic price.
 he package is charged at the
T
campaign level on the basis of
GRPs.
Video billboard
A five-second sponsor message
before and after a programme
within the RTL XL online video
environment. For several
programmes, your billboard
campaign is automatically placed
online as well.
Gross CPM rate for video
billboards: € 26.
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BILLBOARDING &
SPECIAL ADVERTISING

SPECIAL
ADVERTISING
Special advertising is custom-made: a unique,
creative campaign in which TV and online can
be combined. With the exclusive types of spot
advertising, your message is integrated in an eyecatching manner into the TV channel’s design or
into a programme of your choice. The exclusive
broadcasting position and creative design give it
a high attention value.
Research confirms that viewers regard
special advertising as eye-catching and
appealing. Furthermore, this product
works extremely well in stimulating
brand effects and increasing
commercial awareness.

Products
The same selectivity requirements
apply to special advertising as to
spot buying. In order to increase your
reach, we offer you the opportunity
to develop a tailor-made campaign

28

based on your goals, from single
media to a fully integrated
360-degree concept. A minimum
basic content price of
€ 665 applies to special advertising.
I dent Spot: Your commercial is
integrated into the design that
opens the commercial break.
The ident then naturally flows into
your spot.
Product index: RTL 4: 159, RTL 5,
RTL 7 & RTL Z: 154, RTL 8: 151.

High
attention
value

Block Closer: The commercial is
integrated into the design that closes
the commercial break. Claim the whole
commercial break by combining an
ident spot with a block closer.
Product index: RTL 4: 159, RTL 5, RTL 7 &
RTL Z: 154, RTL 8: 151.
 rame Split: The commercial is
F
placed between two programmes in
the look & feel of the channel, during
an exclusive commercial
moment. At the bottom of the screen

is a clock counting down to the
next programme.
Product index: 162.
C
 ontent Split: The commercial is placed
between two programmes in the look &
feel of the channel, during an exclusive
commercial moment. Furthermore,
the advertisement is linked to relevant
current content (e.g. the weather,
culinary tips or sporting results), which
creates added value for the viewer.
Product index: 169.

 verlay Banner: A commercial banner
O
during a programme. This allows the
programme to remain clearly visible,
while drawing a creative link between
your commercial and the content of
the programme. An overlay banner
communicates your message at the
moment that viewers are paying the
most attention.
Product index: 179.
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BUYING
DIGITAL
With our broad network of quality websites and
apps, we achieve millions of unique visitors and
views each month. This means that we can offer
you effective online buying options for the best
possible campaign results.

BUYING DIGITAL
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ONLINE VIDEO
With a full range of quality online video content and a comprehensive
distribution network, we deliver a wide reach and extensive engagement. You
can choose high-quality TV content and web-only series on our own RTL XL
platform, short RTL fragments on YouTube and all RTL MCN content, and content
provided by the extensive network of third parties with which we collaborate.
Visit adverterenbijrtl.nl to view the options and rates.

TARGETED
ADVERTISING
Targeted advertising helps you to
reach your target audience in a direct
and relevant way across all screens,
including TV.

BRAND
SAFETY

ENGAGEMENT
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VIEWABILITY

Our online platforms attract millions
of unique visitors every month. We
know these visitors well and can
therefore offer them the products
that fit their needs. By combining
multiple data sources in a smart
way, we can offer a variety of
targeting options:
Demographic:
13-19
20-34
35-49
Male
Female
Interests including:
Technology
Sport
Entertainment
Business & Finance
Families
Health

Intention:
Visitors who intend to make a purchase
in a particular product category.
Audience extension:
Reach the consumer with RTL data
both within our total network (RTL XL,
YouTube and third party), and outside
our network on a broad range of
platforms and sites.
How does it work?
Contact us with your targeting request.
We’ll discuss your request with you and
get back to you quickly on whether
your target audience can be reached,
and if so, how.
As your one-stop shop, we ensure the
proper implementation and evaluation
of your campaign.
The cost of targeting with data
depends on the target audience you
wish to reach.

Attention &
activation

BUYING DIGITAL

BUYING DIGITAL

REACH

Benefits of Targeted Advertising:
Reach the right target
audience and minimise waste.
Achieve better campaign
results, higher ROI and CTRs.
Ensure a better user
experience for consumers.
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NATIVE
ADVERTISING
Native advertising is seamlessly incorporated into the design,
context and storyline of a RTL brand.

Use the power of online influencers,
employ advertorials, develop a
sponsored special on RTL Nieuws with
us, or publish a commercial article
in Bright, the RTL Nieuws Weekend
Magazine or in Z Magazine.

specials in the Economics section
of the RTL Nieuws tablet app. The
monthly Z Magazine is an online
lifestyle magazine with a great deal
of room for native advertising.

RTL MCN
RTL Nieuws, Buienradar & RTL Z

BUYING DIGITAL

Within the constraints of independent
news collection, content integration
on the various news platforms offers
creative and distinctive opportunities.
On the RTL Nieuws websites and in its
apps, you can also find information
from RTL Z, RTL Boulevard, Editie NL
and Buienradar. This brand bundling
ensures a powerful and clear news
platform with solid coverage. RTL
Nieuws brings out the Weekend
Magazine on a weekly basis, a free
online glossy for both the web and the
tablet app.
RTL Z has something for everyone
who wants to move on with up-todate and (breaking) news, business,
finance, technology and life. There
is room for depth with sponsored
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RTL MCN gathers and creates the
best fun, entertainment, lifestyle
and travel content for those in the
18-35 age group. It’s a breeding
ground for successful, talented
video entrepreneurs such as StukTV,
Bibi Breijman, OnneDi and Anna
Nooshin. RTL MCN also develops
premium content and platforms such
as Concentrate, Concentrate Velvet,
Concentrate Bold and Fikkie TV.
Our online influencers are ideal brand
ambassadors for reaching young
target audiences. Our team makes
a natural connection between the
influencers, their fans and your brand.
On the basis of your goals and needs,
we develop a native partnership using
our YouTube channels, and TV and

social media. Consider a campaign
consisting of storyline integration,
in-programme moments, the
claiming of a format or series, a
brand activation, billboards and
promo’s. A musthave: the match
between brand and influencer.

Adfactor
Since 1 October 2017, RTL has had a
majority stake in Adfactor. Adfactor
has an extensive network of content
creators across all kinds of themes
and target audiences, from food
and lifestyle to business and
entertainment. By combining this
power with our market leadership
in branded content, we can offer
you even more opportunities to
boost your brand among specific
target audiences in a qualitative
environment.
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..EN ONTDEK
Ga naar adverterenbijrtl.nl ..EN ONTDEK het
allerlaatste nieuws, meer informatie over onze
merken, inspirerende cases en onze inkoop
voorwaarden en aanleverspecificaties.

CONTACTGEGEVENS

..EN ONTDEK

RTL
Postbus 15016
1200 TV Hilversum
Barend en Van Dorpweg 2
1217 WP Hilversum
035 - 671 87 18
adverterenbijrtl.nl
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..AND EXPLORE
a world of possibilities for bringing
your brand to the attention of your
target audience.

adverterenbijrtl.nl

